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Abstract. An XML publish/subscribe algorithm needs to store large
numbers of XPath or XQuery subscriptions and match subscriptions with
published XML documents. Since the number of the subscriptions may
be very large, the performance and the scalability of the algorithm may
be critical. The scalability of the method of constructing a large ﬁnite
state automata or decision tree for all subscriptions is limited by amount
of available physical memory. In this paper, we will introduce an XML
publish/subscribe algorithm which is consisted of the publish algorithm,
subscribe algorithm, and matching algorithm. The matching algorithm
uses relational operators to match subscriptions with publications inside
a relational database, so the scalability of the algorithm is no longer limited by amount of available physical memory. Experimental results show
that the matching algorithm has very good performance and scalability.

1

Introduction

A publish/subscribe system receives messages from publishers and delivers to
subscribers who require the messages. Earlier publish/subscribe systems are
topic-based, in which subscribers subscribe topics and a published message is
delivered to subscribers who subscribed the topic of the published message. Recent publish/subscribe systems are content-based, in which subscribers register
“rules” and a published message is delivered to subscribers whose rules can be
matched by the message. Content-based systems are more ﬂexible and powerful than topic-based systems and are widely used in message oriented systems
such as online auctions and ﬁnancial information exchange. Almost all database
and middleware vendors oﬀer some publish/subscribe feathers in their software
suits, in which users can use SQL-like language to express subscriptions and the
messages may be something like relational tuples or dictionary data structures.
XML has become the standard data exchange format. There is an increasing
demand for XML-based publish/subscribe systems which can support ﬂexible
document structures, and subscription rules should be expressed by powerful
language such as XPath and XQuery; at the same time, the system must support
high message throughput in case of millions of subscriptions. The main challenge
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of building such a system is how to match a published XML document with
millions of XPath or XQuery subscriptions. Current matching strategies can
be classiﬁed into two classes. The ﬁrst class of strategies see subscriptions as
ﬁlters, and subscribers are notiﬁed if a message passes through the ﬁlters. The
ﬁlters are implemented by decision tree or ﬁnite state automata, and common
computations between ﬁlters can be shared. This class of strategies maybe quite
eﬃcient if the decision tree or ﬁnite state automata can ﬁt in memory; however,
the scalability is limited by amount of available physical memory. The second
class of strategies store subscriptions into a relational database, when a message
is published, matching it with stored subscriptions by queries inside the database.
The matching queries may be eﬃciently evaluated by using some appropriate
indices, and the scalability is no longer limited by amount of available memory.
In this paper, we will introduce our publish/subscribe algorithm for implementing an XML-based publish/subscribe system by relational database, in
which subscriptions are expressed by XPaths. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the ﬁrst that implements the algorithm by non-recursive SQL language.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes previous
works on publish/subscribe systems. Section 3 presents our publish/subscribe
algorithm. Experiments are presented in Section 4, followed by our conclusions.

2

Previous Works

Some content-based publish/subscribe systems treat subscriptions as data; the
matching between published messages and the subscriptions is implemented by
join queries, and similar queries can share common computations. NiagaraCQ [1]
uses signatures to group similar subscriptions, it uses a constant table extracted
from the subscriptions along with a join to implement the matching algorithm.
Commercial database vendors also use relational database engines to implement
publish/subscribe systems [2], [3] whose scalability is not limited by available
physical memory. However, most of the systems only handle tuple-like messages
and rules are expressed by SQL. Some of these systems can handle XML messages, but the systems either use a wrapper to extract tuple-like data from XML
messages [2] or use a very simple language to express the subscription rules [1].
Other content-based publish/subscribe systems treat subscriptions as ﬁlters
over messages. In [4], a in-memory decision tree is built for all subscriptions. The
system walks down the decision tree for each message and subscriptions at the
leaf node are notiﬁed. Several XML-based publish/subscribe systems employee a
ﬁnite state automata for all XPath subscriptions in the main memory. A sequence
of SAX parsed events of an XML message are streamed through the ﬁnite state
automata to match the XPath subscriptions. [5] ﬁrst introduced how to match
an XML message with many XPath subscriptions using an in-memory ﬁnite
state automata, a later paper [6] introduced how to share states in ﬁnite state
automata construction, and [7], [8] introduced how to build an index on substrings of XPath expressions and share common computations between common
sub-strings. [9], [10] introduced how to use in-memory ﬁnite state automata
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Fig. 1. Publish/subscribe framework

to evaluate XPath subscriptions over XML streams. [11] introduced a dynamic
state construction approach, in which each state of a ﬁnite sate automata is
constructed in memory when it is actually used; this approach is less attractive
for long running systems. The main disadvantage of the in-memory approaches
is the number of the subscriptions is limited by available physical memory, and
insertions and deletions of subscriptions are diﬃcult in the long-running systems.
[12] is the ﬁrst that implements a long-running XML publish/subscribe system
using a relational database, in which the subscriptions are expressed by an XPath
subset called “branching path expression”, and the number of the subscriptions
is no longer limited by amount of available physical memory. Each XPath is
rewritten as a conjunction of predicates, and each predicate contains one branch
in the graph presentation of the XPath. For each published XML document, the
branch path of each predicate is matched ﬁrstly, then a recursive SQL query
is used to match all the predicates of each XPath. If all the predicates and
branch points of an XPath are matched successfully, the owners of the XPath
are notiﬁed. Our method is diﬀerent from that proposed in [12] for we match
XPaths with the XML document level-by-level using non-recursive SQL.

3

Publish/Subscribe Algorithm

Fig. 1 shows our publish/subscribe framework. Subscribers subscribe XML-style
messages by XPaths; subscribe algorithm translates the XPath subscriptions
into relational tuples and stores the tuples into a relational database. Publishers
publish XML documents; publish algorithm translates an XML document into
relational tuples and stores the tuples into a relational database. Matching algorithm matches stored XPath subscriptions with a stored XML document inside
the relational database by relational operators to ﬁnd out matched subscriptions
and deliver the XML document to subscribers whose subscriptions are matched.
3.1

Publish Algorithm

We use the range-based static labeling scheme [13] to label the nodes of an
XML tree. The scheme initializes a counter to one and carries out a depth-ﬁrst
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Table 1. The XML document shown in Fig. 2 stored in relational table XMLFrame
start point end point depth
node
00
35
00
-root02
17
02
Student
03
05
03
@type
06
13
03
name
14
16
03
age
07
09
04
FirstName
10
12
04
LastName

start point end point depth
node
01
34
01 StudentList
18
33
02
Student
19
21
03
@type
22
29
03
name
30
32
03
age
23
25
04
FirstName
26
28
04
LastName

Table 2. The XML document shown in Fig. 2 stored in relational table XMLValue
start point
03
14
07
10

node
@type
age
FirstName
LastName

value
master
25
Zhao
Jiakui

start point
19
30
23
26

node
value
@type
bachelor
age
20
FirstName Zhong
LastName
Lin

traversal of the XML tree. If a node is seen for the ﬁrst time, it is assigned the
value of the counter as its “start-point ”, and the node is assigned the counter
value as its “end-point ” when it is encountered again. The counter is incremented
by one each time its value is assigned to a node. Compared with dynamic labeling schemes such as the ﬂoat number labeling scheme [14], the preﬁx labeling
scheme [15], [16], and the prime number labeling scheme [17] which need not to
re-label after insertions and deletions of nodes, the range-based labeling scheme
has smaller storage requirements, so it is possible to use a ﬁxed length representation to store the labels, and we can take advantage of the standard SQL92
data types and operations to determine the ancestor-descendant relationships

<StudentList>
<Studenttype ="m aster">
<nam e >
<FirstN am e>Zhao</FirstN am e>
<LastN am e>Jiakui</LastN am e>
</nam e>
<age>25</age>
</Student>
<Studenttype ="bachelor">
<nam e>
<FirstN am e>Zhong</FirstN am e>
<LastN am e>Lin</LastN am e>
</nam e>
<age>20</age>
</Student>
</StudentList>

root
element
attribute
text
string-value

00 : 35

01 : 34

StudentList

02 : 17

18 : 33

Student

Student
03 : 05

type
master

06 : 13

07 : 09

10 : 12

FirstName LastName

Zhao

14 : 16

age

name

Jiakui

19 : 21

type
bachelor

22 : 29

23 : 25

25

26 : 28

FirstName LastName

Zhong

30 : 32

age

name

20

Lin

Fig. 2. An XML document and the XML tree marked by “start-point : end-point”
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Table 3. The XPaths shown in Fig. 3 stored in relational table XPathFrame[level ]
id high num low num high node

low node

min diﬀ max diﬀ ﬁnal branch point

level=0:

01
02

01
01

01
01

01
01
01
01

01
01
02
03

03

01

StudentList
student

01
02

01
02

false
false

false
false

StudentList FirstName
student
@type
student
age
student
name

03
01
01
01

∞
01
01
∞

false
true
false
false

false
true
true
true

01

01

false

false

-root-root-

level=1:

01
02
02
02
level=2:

02

name

FirstName

Table 4. The XPaths shown in Fig. 3 stored in relational table XPathPred [level ]
level
2
2
3

id
01
02
02

node num
01
02
01

node
FirstName
age
FirstName

value
Zhong
21
Zhong

operation
00 (=)
01 (>)
00 (=)

between nodes. For example, α is the ancestor of β iﬀ start-point α <startpoint β and end-point α >end-point β . In addition to start-point and end-point,
we record the “depth” of each node. α is the parent of β iﬀ α is the ancestor of β
and depth β =depth α + 1. Each XML document is parsed by a SAX parser, and
the parsed structure information and value information are stored in relational
table XMLFrame and XMLValue respectively. Fig. 2 shows an XML document
and the corresponding XML tree. Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrate how the XML
document shown in Fig. 2 is stored in XMLFrame and XMLValue respectively.

XPath ::= QPath | QPath AND XPath
XPath 1

QPath ::= Path Op Const

1

StudentList

Path ::= Step | Path Step | Path [XPath]
Step ::= Axis tag | Axis * | Axis @attr | Axis text()
Axis ::= / | //
Op

::= < | <= | = | > | >= | !=

root
element
attribute
text
string-value

XPath 2

*

1

Student

*
*
1

FirstName

1

type

=
Zhong

2

3

age

name

>
21

FirstName

XPath 1: /StudentList//*//*//FirstName/text()="Zhong"
XPath 2: /*/Student[@type][/age/text()>"21"]//name/FirstName/text()="Zhong"

1

=
Zhong

Fig. 3. The XPath subscription grammar and XPath trees of two subscription examples
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Subscribe Algorithm

Fig. 3 shows our XPath subscription grammar and two XPath subscriptions
with the corresponding XPath trees. The grammar is a subset of XPath called
“branching path expression”. The grammar does not include the boolean OR
expression, an XPath with boolean OR expression should be rewritten to disjunctive normal form and disjunctions are submitted as separate subscriptions.
The depths of XML trees are usually very low; a statistical analysis over
200,000 XML documents had been performed [18], and discovered that 99% of
the documents have less than 8 levels of nesting. For “//” may be used in XPath
expressions, the depths of XPath trees should be less than the depths of XML
trees; so, we match XPath subscriptions with each published XML document
level-by-level; XPath subscriptions are parsed level-by-level, and the edges and
the predicates in the ith level of the XPath tree are stored in relational table
XPathFrame[i] and XPathPred [i] respectively. Each XPath subscription has an
“id ” which can uniquely identify the XPath. Each edge connects two nodes in
the XPath tree; we use “high-node” and “low-node” to record the node that is
close to the root and the node that is close to the leaf respectively. As shown in
Fig. 3, the elements and the attributes that have the same depth in an XPath
tree each has a unique serial number; we use “high-num” and “low-num” to
record the serial number of the high-node and the serial number of the low-node
respectively. The edges in the XPath tree that are connected by “” are merged
into a single edge; for example, the path from “StudentList ” to “FirstName” in
the XPath tree of XPath 1 in Fig. 3 has been merged into a single edge, and the
depth diﬀerence between “StudentList ” and “FirstName” in the XML tree must
be not less than 3. We use “max-diﬀ ” and “min-diﬀ ” to record the maximal
depth diﬀerence and the minimal depth diﬀerence between the high-node and
the low-node in the XML tree respectively; in this way, “//”, “/”, and merged
edge can be recorded in a uniform manner. In addition, we use “branch-point ”
and “ﬁnal ” to record whether the high-node of an edge is a branching point
and whether the low-node of an edge is a leaf node respectively. For predicates,
we use “node”, “node-num”, “value”, and “operation” to record the tag of the
node, the serial number of the node, the value, and the operation respectively;
operations are recorded by integer values from 0 to 5, which mean “=”, “>”,
“≥”, “<”, “≤”, and “=” respectively. Table 3 and Table 4 demonstrate how the
two XPaths in Fig. 3 are stored in the XPathFrame tables and the XPathPred
tables respectively. Deleting an XPath subscription on line is as easy as deleting
all the tuples whose id equals to the id of the to be deleted XPath subscription.
3.3

Matching Algorithm

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show our algorithm for matching XPath subscriptions with
an XML document inside the relational database by relational operations to
ﬁnd out matched subscriptions. The matching algorithm tries to reconstruct
each XPath tree from the XML tree in a bottom-up manner; if an XPath tree
can be reconstructed from the XML tree, the corresponding subscription is
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Algorithm Matching(max level ξ)
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

INSERT INTO MatchedXPath(id)
SELECT DISTINCT id
FROM
XPathFrame[0];
for i = ξ downto 0 do
begin
FrameMatching(i);
PredicateMatching(i);
NeighborPruning(i);
BranchingPointPruning(i);
MatchedXPathCutting(i);
end

Algorithm FrameMatching(level i)
INSERT
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND
AND
AND
AND
AND

INTO XMLMatch[i] (id, high num, low num, ﬁnal, branch point,
high start point, low start point)
id, high num, low num, ﬁnal, branch point,
FH.start point, FL.start point
XMLFrame AS FH, XPathFrame[i], XMLFrame AS FL
id IN (SELECT id FROM MatchedXPath)
FH.node = high node
FL.node = low node
FH.start point < FL.start point
FH.end point > FL.end point
FL.depth − FH.depth BETWEEN min diﬀ AND max diﬀ;

Algorithm PredicateMatching(level i)
INSERT
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND
AND

INTO XMLMatch[i] (id, high num, low num, ﬁnal,
high start point, low start point)
id, node num, null, true, false, start point, null
XMLValue AS V, XPathPred[i] AS P
id IN (SELECT id FROM MatchedXPath)
P.node = V.node
(CASE
WHEN operation = 0 AND V.value = P.value
WHEN operation = 1 AND V.value > P.value
WHEN operation = 2 AND V.value >= P.value
WHEN operation = 3 AND V.value < P.value
WHEN operation = 4 AND V.value <= P.value
WHEN operation = 5 AND V.value <> P.value
ELSE 0
END) = 1;
Fig. 4. The matching algorithm (1)

branch point,

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

1
1
1
1
1
1
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Algorithm NeighborPruning(level i)
DELETE
FROM
WHERE
AND

XMLMatch[i] AS MH
MH.ﬁnal = false
NOT EXISTS (
SELECT
*
FROM
XMLMatch[i + 1] AS ML
WHERE
MH.id = ML.id
AND
MH.low num = ML.high num
AND
MH.low start point = ML.high start point);

Algorithm BranchingPointPruning(level i)
DELETE
FROM
WHERE
AND

XMLMatch[i] AS M1
M1.branch point = true
EXISTS ((
SELECT
XF.low num
FROM
XPathFrame[i] AS XF
WHERE
M1.id = XF.id
AND
M1.high num = XF.high num)
EXCEPT
(
SELECT
M2.low num
FROM
XMLMatch[i] AS M2
WHERE
M1.id = M2.id
AND
M1.high num = M2.high num
AND
M1.high start point = M2.high start point));

Algorithm MatchedXPathCutting(level i)
DELETE
FROM
WHERE

AND

MatchedXPath AS MX
EXISTS ((
SELECT
id
FROM
XPathFrame[i] AS XF
WHERE
MX.id = XF.id)
UNION(
SELECT
id
FROM
XPathPred[i] AS XP
WHERE
MX.id = XP.id))
NOT EXISTS (
SELECT
id
FROM
XMLMatch[i] AS XM
WHERE
MX.id = XM.id);
Fig. 5. The matching algorithm (2)
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matched. Firstly, id s of all XPath subscriptions are inserted into the MatchedXPath table; then, all XPath subscriptions are reconstructed level-by-level in
the bottom-up manner, and the reconstruction process for each level is consisted of ﬁve successive steps called frame matching, predicate matching, neighbor pruning, branching point pruning, and matched XPath cutting respectively.
After the bottom-up level-by-level matching, id s in the MatchedXPath table
are id s of the matched XPath subscriptions, and the published XML document
should be delivered to all the subscribers whose subscriptions can be matched
ultimately.
Step 1: Frame Matching. The frame matching step reconstructs the ith level
edges of each XPath subscription from the published XML document and inserts the reconstructed edges into the XMLMatch[i] table. Only the ith level
edges of the XPaths whose id is in current MatchedXPath table are considered to be reconstructed. The XMLFrame table occurs two times in the FROM
clause, one for matching the high-node of the edge, the other for matching the
low-node of the edge. As presented in Section 3.1, the ancestor-descendent relationship between two nodes α and β is determined by start-point α <start-point β
and end-point α >end-point β , and as presented in Section 3.2, the depth diﬀerence between the descendent and the ancestor is kept between min-diﬀ and
max-diﬀ.
Step 2: Predicate Matching. The predicate matching step reconstructs the
ith level predicates of each XPath subscription from the published XML document and inserts the reconstructed predicates into the XMLMatch[i] table. Only
the ith level predicates of the XPaths whose id is in the MatchedXPath table
are considered to be reconstructed. As presented in Section 3.2, integer values
from 0 to 5 mean “=”, “>”, “≥”, “<”, “≤”, and “=” respectively, and a CASEWHEN clause was used to math the XML node values with the XPath predicate
values.
Step 3: Neighbor Pruning. The neighbor pruning step deletes the ith level
reconstructed edges from the XMLMatch[i] table whose low-node is not a leaf
node (ﬁnal =false) and not exists an (i+1)th level reconstructed edge whose
high-node is the same as the ith level reconstructed edge’s low-node and not exists an (i+1)th level reconstructed predicate whose node is the same as the
ith level reconstructed edge’s low-node. Since the edges can not contribute
to the reconstruction of the XPaths, they are deleted from the XMLMatch[i]
table.
Step 4: Branching Point Pruning. The branching point pruning step deletes
the ith level reconstructed edges from the XMLMatch[i] table whose high-node
is a branching point and not all the branches of the branching point can be
reconstructed from the published XML document. If the set diﬀerence between
the set of branches in the XPath tree and the set of matched branches is not
empty, we can ensure that not all the branches of the branching point can be
reconstructed, and the branches should be deleted from the XMLMatch[i] table.
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Step 5: Matched XPath Cutting. After neighbor pruning and branching
point pruning, the matched XPath cutting step deletes id s of the XPath subscriptions from the MatchedXPath table which can not be reconstructed from
the published XML document. If an XPath has at least one ith level edge or
predicate, but not exists a reconstructed ith level edge or predicate, it is deﬁnite
that the XPath can not be reconstructed from the published XML document,
and the id of the XPath should be deleted. Without the cutting step, our algorithm still functions correctly, for we may delete id s of the XPath subscriptions
which can not be reconstructed only in the top level. But, with the cutting step,
id s of the XPaths which can not be reconstructed from the published XML
document are deleted as early as possible; so, upper level frame matching and
predicate matching need not to match the edges and the predicates of the subscriptions that had been deleted, and our algorithm can achieve better time
performance.

4

Experiments

With our implementation, a wide variety of experiments can be conducted under
diﬀerent conditions. Due to space limitation, we only use two sets of experimental
results to report the performance and the scalability of our publish/subscribe
algorithm. The experiments run on a 1.4 GHz Pentium IV CPU with 2G of
memory and a 160GB of SCSI hard disk driver running RedHat Enterprise
Linux Advanced Server 4 and Oracle 9i Enterprise Edition; the database cache
size was set to 32MB, and the database block size was set to 8KB. Only three
SQL92 data types are used in the relational tables, which are integer, boolean,
and varchar respectively. We set primary key for each relational table, and a B+
tree unique index on the primary key will be created implicitly by the database
system. {id }, {start-point, end-point }, {start-point }, {id, high-num, low-num},
{id, high-num}, and {id, high-num, low-num, high-start-point, low-start-point }
were set as primary key of the MatchedXPath table, the XMLFrame table, the
XMLValue table, XPathFrame tables, XPathPred tables, and XMLMatch tables
respectively. In addition, two B+ tree indices on the XMLFrame table are created
explicitly for improving time performance of the frame matching step, one is on
the depth attribute, the other is on the node attribute. The matching algorithm
was implemented by a stored procedure in the Oracle database server, and the
procedure has only one parameter which is the maximal level of the subscriptions.
In our experiments, XML messages and XPath subscriptions generated from
Document Type Deﬁnition for the data and metadata at the Astronomical Data
Center at NASA/GSFC [19] are used. Each XML message contains information
about the metadata for a dataset, such as title, keywords, references, authors etc,
and all of the associated tables, descriptions, and history. The XML messages
are generated from the DTD by IBM’s XML generator [20]; four XML messages
are generated, whose size is 3KB, 15KB, 40KB and 100 KB respectively, and the
maximal level of nesting is 5, 10, 11, and 12 respectively. The XPath subscriptions
are generated from the DTD by XPath generator; each node in the XPath tree
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Fig. 6. Time performance of the matching algorithm. (1) The matching time in seconds for matching a 15KB XML document with XPath subscriptions whose number
increases from 0 to 100000. (2) The matching time in seconds for matching 10000 XPath
subscriptions with an XML document whose size increases from 3KB to 100KB.

has a 30% probability of being a branching point, has a 10% probability of being
a “”; each edge in the XPath tree has a 20% probability of being a “//”; the
average and the maximal depth of the XPath trees are 5 and 10 respectively. In
addition, due to the code of the complicated publish/subscribe system proposed
in [12] belongs to IBM, and the paper only gives a brief introduction of the
matching algorithm, we did not conduct comparison with the algorithm in [12].
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we match the 15KB XML message whose XML
tree contains 328 inner nodes and 227 values with XPath subscriptions whose
number increases from 0 to 100000. Fig 6.1 shows the time performance of the
matching algorithm with and without matched XPath cutting. We can see that
the matching algorithm with matched XPath cutting outperforms the algorithm
without matched XPath cutting in a ratio of about 50%. In the second set of
experiments, we match each of the generated 4 XML messages with 10000 XPath
subscriptions. Fig 6.2 shows the time performance of the matching algorithm
with matched XPath cutting. We can see that the growth rate of the matching
time increases with the increase of the XML message size, the reason is that the
percentage of the matched subscriptions increases at the same time.

5

Conclusions

In the paper, we introduced an XML publish/subscribe algorithm which is consisted of publish algorithm, subscribe algorithm, and matching algorithm. The
matching algorithm uses relational operators to match XPath subscriptions with
XML documents inside relational databases, so the scalability of the algorithm is
no longer limited by amount of available physical memory. Experimental results
show that the matching algorithm has good performance and scalability, so the
algorithm should be a good choice for implementing publish/subscribe systems.
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